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Level 1 Geography, 2017
91010 Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to 
demonstrate understanding of a given environment

9.30 a.m. Thursday 23 November 2017 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Apply concepts and basic geographic 
skills to demonstrate understanding of a 
given environment.

Apply concepts and basic geographic 
skills to demonstrate in-depth 
understanding of a given environment.

Apply concepts and basic geographic 
skills to demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of a given environment.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

Pull out Resource Booklet 91010R from the centre of this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–15 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Excellence

22

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.























  

 

Excellence exemplar 2017 

Subject: Geography Standard: AS91010 Total score: 22 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 E8 

The student is able to use evidence from a range of resources to provide a 
detailed description of the difference between the natural and cultural 
environments of Te Araroa. The student can confidently interpret evidence 
from a topographic map. Geographic terminology and methods are used to 
provide location details of pā surrounding Te Araroa and evidence is used 
from the resources to explain these locations. The student is able to complete 
a cross section using appropriate conventions including correct units of 
measurement, grid reference points correctly located and the two requested 
locations positioned correctly on the surface of the cross section.  

2 E7 

The student was able to provide some detail regarding changes in the river 
environment over a ten-year period. They are able to interpret statistical data 
in order to complete a percentage bar graph including providing a detailed title, 
scale with a unit of measurement and a key, however, the correct data was 
positioned incorrectly on the graph. The student can use evidence from the 
resources and their own knowledge to provide a detailed explanation of the 
difference in population structure between Te Araroa and New Zealand. 

3 E7 

The student can interpret information from a topographic map in order to 
locate it correctly and with accuracy on a précis map, however, they failed to 
read the instruction correctly in order to locate the swap only within the 
specified grid area. The student provided a detailed essay applying the 
concepts of change and sustainability to Te Araroa using a wide range of 
evidence from the resources provided. 

 


